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Abstract
The superconducting electron accelerator S-DALINAC enables electron scat-
tering experiments with low momentum transfer and high energy resolution.
In order to perform experiments on helium with high precision and high lu-
minosity, a superfluid liquid helium target with good temperature stability was
developed. The functionality of this target could be confirmed and its properties
were characterized in a commissioning experiment.
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1. Motivation
Electromagnetic observables of atomic nuclei such as electron scattering form
factors [1] are of special interest to test the predictive power of nuclear models
because the electromagnetic interaction is very well understood. In fact, 4He is
an ideal benchmark nucleus to test different dynamical ingredients for the ab
initio description of nuclei. In particular, electromagnetic reactions that involve
both potentials and external currents can provide new insight. While elastic
form factors have been extensively studied and typically the phenomenological
standard nuclear physics approach (SNPA) [2] and the more sophisticated chi-
ral effective field theory (chiral EFT) lead to similar results [3], the situation
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is quite different for inelastic observables. A recent ab initio calculation [4] of
the monopole transition form factor of 4He from the ground state to the first
excited 0+ state pointed to a dramatic dependence of the results on the un-
derlying interaction, see Fig. 1. Three different Hamiltonians that describe the
experimental 4He ground-state energy within 1% and lead to the same elastic
form factor, show large differences in their predictions for the monopole transi-
tion form factor F trM (q). In particular, at low-momentum transfers, where data
were taken in Darmstadt in the 1960s [5], the discrepancies with respect to the
chiral EFT prediction reaches a factor of about three. A new measurement on
the first excited 0+ state of 4He is needed for concluding on the deviation of the
most advanced ab initio calculations from the available data at low momentum
transfers.
Figure 1: Calculations of F trM (q) for the 0
+
1 → 0+2 transition in 4He with the SNPA, the chiral
EFT and a simple central 3N force compared to experimental data [4].
In order to achieve sufficient luminosities, and thus acceptable measuring
times, the previous experiments used normal-fluid liquid targets. A possible
problem may be that fluctuating heat input into the target might have led to
boiling of the liquid helium and, thus, to bubble formation and an uncontrollable
reduction of the effective target thickness. This would have resulted in too small
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scattering count rates, and hence in underestimated scattering cross sections or
form factors.
Therefore we decided to address that issue with a new measurement cam-
paign and, for that, to accept the larger experimental effort of using a superfluid
liquid target. The advantage of this approach is that the thermal conductivity of
superfluid helium is almost infinitely large, avoiding the production of bubbles
and corresponding changes of the effective target thickness.
It is planned to measure the width and form factor of the first excited state
of 4He, the 0+ state at 20.21 MeV, with a precision of a few per cent at the
S-DALINAC by high-resolution inelastic electron scattering at low-momentum
transfer using beam energies of 30 - 100 MeV and angular settings ranging from
69°- 165°. The data will allow for a precise measurement of the monopole form
factor at squared momentum transfers ranging from 1.0 fm−2 down to 0.03 fm−2.
To achieve the desired precision, the scattering signal off the excited state will
be measured relative to the elastic scattering cross section off the ground state of
4He [6, 7], which is known with an accuracy better than 1.5 %, thereby avoiding
many contributions to the systematic uncertainties in an absolute measurement
of the cross sections. Reliable data will be obtained, whose uncertainties will be
dominated by counting rate statistics, only.
To achieve sufficient luminosity, a target thickness of about 50 mg/cm2 is
desirable. Since the temperature of the liquid helium has to be reduced in order
to accomplish a transition of the fluid into the superfluid phase, the density,
and thus the effective target thickness, depends on the exact temperature of
the fluid. In order to simultaneously record both the ground state and the
excited state at the lowest foreseen beam energy of 30 MeV in a single spectrum,
a momentum acceptance of ±28% would be necessary. Since the acceptance
of the QClam spectrometer at the S-DALINAC [8] is limited to ±10%, the
measurements of the excited state and the ground state must be carried out
at two different magnetic field settings. In order to still be able to exploit the
advantages of a relative measurement, the temperature stability of the system
is crucial for successful experiments. A large part of the infrastructure required
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for such measurements is already available at the QClam spectrometer at the
S-DALINAC. This provides further geometrical constraints for the final design
of the target setup.
Of course, there are several helium targets existing in many different facili-
ties, see e.g. Refs [9–13]. But none of them meets our requirements. Therefore
we needed to establish a new design.
It is the purpose of this article to describe the design of a superfluid liquid
helium (sLHe) target that provides the required constancy of the target thick-
ness and to describe the characterization of the target during a commissioning
experiment. In the next section we will describe the actual realization of the
target. Section 3 will present the dedicated cooling procedure which is needed to
cool the target down to its working temperature. In section 4, a first measured
spectrum and the determination of the effective target thickness will be shown.
A summary and a short outlook are given in section 5.
2. Technical design
The basic constructive design of the sLHe target is shown in Fig. 2. It
consists of an outer vacuum chamber, three cryo-tanks, the target cell and
three actively cooled aluminum heat shields. The uppermost tank has a volume
of 18.5 liters and is filled with liquid nitrogen. Its main purpose is to cool
the outermost heat shield layer. This blocks a large part of the external heat
radiation before it can penetrate the liquid helium. In addition, the stability
of the system is increased during operation. The middle tank has a volume of
16 liters and is filled with liquid helium at the boiling temperature of 4.2 K at
atmospheric pressure. This tank is used firstly to cool the second heat shield
layer to helium temperature and secondly serves as a storage tank for the second
helium tank below. The third tank has a volume of 5.6 liters. It is filled with
liquid helium via a needle valve from the upper helium tank. By means of a
pump connection, the vapor pressure above the liquid can be reduced by using a
feed pump, thereby reducing the temperature of the liquid. At a vapor pressure
4
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Figure 2: Scheme of the sLHe target. Three cryo tanks, multi-stage heat shields made of
aluminum, and the target cell made of copper with aluminum windows are located in an outer
vacuum chamber made of stainless steel. There are several holes in the heat shields to allow
both the electron beam and the scattered electrons to pass.
of 35 mbar, the liquid reaches the lambda point and thus the phase transition
to the superfluid phase. During operation, the vapor pressure is reduced to
approx. 10 mbar. This corresponds to a temperature of about 1.8 K. At this
temperature, the density of superfluid He amounts to ρHe = 0.1453(2) g/cm
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and the dependence of the density on the temperature becomes particularly
small [14]. The pressure in the tank is adjusted via a control block connected
directly to the pump.
The target cell is supplied with helium from this tank. In addition, the
innermost heat shield is cooled such that the temperature stability of the target
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liquid is further increased. The target cell is directly connected to the reservoir
via a stainless steel tube. Its outer shell is made of copper. Two 0.20(1) mm
thick aluminum plates, serving as windows, are clamped between the frames at a
distance of dHe,0 = 3.7(2) mm, sealed with indium. When filled with superfluid
helium at a temperature of 1.8 K it provides an expected areal mass density of
mHe,0 = ρHe · dHe,0 = 54(2) mg/cm2 on perpendicular incidence of the beam.
The diameter of the windows is 20 mm. Superfluidity ensures a steady flow of
the liquid into the target cell. The unit is fixed with a rotatable CF16 flange
at the bottom of the lower helium tank, so that the target cell can be rotated
according to the adjusted scattering angle of the spectrometer.
In the heat shields there are a number of circular openings which allow the
primary electron beam and the electrons scattered into the spectrometer to
pass through the target without additional scattering. Various measuring in-
struments continuously record data on the temperature of the individual tanks
and their filling levels, respectively. These data are stored in the existing accel-
erator database by utilizing the EPICS control system [15] and are thus available
online during the experiment.
A photography of the final assembly is shown in Fig. 3. The vacuum chamber
with the target and the cryostat inside is in the middle (number 1). In front of it
(number 3) is the vacuum pump system. Number 2 shows the feed pump used to
cool the liquid helium below the boiling temperature. A self-regulating heating
hose (number 5) heats the cold helium gas before it reaches the pump. On the
left (number 2) are the readout devices that are connected to the network via
Ethernet. The QClam spectrometer is partly visible in the background.
A photo of the target cell is shown in Fig. 4. The tube (number 2) attached
to the helium cavity and visible in the middle of Fig. 4, is directly connected to
the bottom of the lower helium tank via a rotatable CF16 flange. The second
thinner tube (number 3) is inserted through a second CF flange and ends at
the top of the lower helium tank. In this way an unhindered evaporation of the
liquid can be ensured. The tube is flexible so that the target can be rotated to
the appropriate angle.
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Figure 3: Photography of the assembly for the sLHe target at the QClam spectrometer. The
vacuum chamber with the cryostat and the target cell inside can be seen in the middle 1○.
The corresponding pump station is placed in front of it 3○. A feed pump, at the front right
2○ is used to cool the liquid helium below the boiling temperature. A self-regulating heating
tube warms up the helium before it enters the pump 5○. The readout electronics are on the
left 4○.
3. Cooling Procedure
The target is kept at a constant temperature of 1.8 K during operation.
Among other things, the heat shields must be brought to the temperatures
specified in Section 2, requiring fast cooling of a large mass. To achieve this, a
certain procedure described below has been worked out.
First the whole system is pre-cooled filling the nitrogen tank and then the 4
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Figure 4: Photography of the target cell. The cell 1○ consists of a copper shell, which is filled
directly from the lower helium tank by a stainless steel tube 2○. It can be rotated around
the axis of this tube, to match the best imaging conditions of the spectrometer. Two 0.20(1)
mm thick aluminum windows are each pressed and screwed between two parts of the copper
sheath. Indium is used for sealing. The thinner tube 3○ ensures unhindered evaporation of
the liquid.
K helium tank with liquid nitrogen. The needle valve to the lower helium tank
must be closed during this step. As soon as there is a sufficient level of liquid in
the upper helium tank the needle valve can be opened carefully allowing liquid
nitrogen to drip into the lower tank and evaporate, whereby also the lower tank
is cooled. The needle valve must be closed before the boiling temperature of
nitrogen is reached, as it will not be possible to remove residual liquid nitrogen
from the lower tank. This procedure must be repeated several times.
Once the entire cryostat reaches stable 90 K, the remaining liquid nitrogen
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can be pressed out of the upper helium tank. When both helium tanks have
warmed up again to roughly 100 K, the two helium tanks can then be filled
with liquid helium. For this purpose it is important that both tanks are filled
at the same time. In addition, the feed pump must be switched on so that there
is a slightly lowered pressure in the lower tank. At the beginning of the filling
procedure, the needle valve must be flushed with gaseous helium. To do this,
the bypass valve of the control block must be opened and the needle valve needs
to be closed at the same time. The pressure in the lower tank drops below 3
mbar. The bypass valve is then closed and the needle valve opened so that as
much gaseous helium as possible flows through the needle valve and impurities
such as nitrogen or hydrogen are removed. This process is repeated several
times. After that the control block can be adjusted so that a pressure of about
900 mbar is reached in the lower tank.
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Figure 5: Temperature curve of the lower helium tank during the cooling procedure. 1○
A liquid level is formed in the tank. 2○ Phase transition to the superfluid phase. 3○ The
needle valve is opened to increase the time period until the tank needs to be refilled. 4○
Stable temperature of about 1.8 K reached. The density fluctuation stays below 0.1 % during
experiments.
As soon as a sufficient level of liquid is reached in both tanks, the tempera-
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ture in the lower tank, measured using a Cernox CX1030 sensor located at the
bottom, can be reduced. The needle valve is closed during this phase of the
cooling procedure. The corresponding temperature curve of the lower helium
tank is displayed in Fig. 5. At number 1 the boiling temperature of helium
is reached so that a liquid level can form. For a few hours, the temperature
is somewhat unsteady, as the control valve of the feed pump must be adapted
to the new situation. Once the temperature is sufficiently stable, the pressure
of the vapor above the liquid can be decreased to reduce the temperature of
the liquid below the boiling point. At number 2, the lambda point at 2.1 K is
finally reached so that the phase transition into the superfluid phase takes place
[14]. The length of time in which a measurement can be performed without
interruption is determined by the evaporation rate of the liquid helium in the
lower tank. In order to extend this period, the needle valve is slightly opened
again at number 3. Consequently, there is a constant refill from the upper to
the lower tank. The control block of the feed pump must be adjusted accord-
ingly. At number 4 a stable temperature of about 1.8 K is finally reached. The
pressure above the liquid is roughly 10 mbar. The temperature of the system
was extremely stable during the entire beam time of several days. The temper-
ature fluctuations were less than 0.1 K even when the beam current fluctuated
significantly. The density fluctuation thus stays below 0.1 % [14] which causes
a negligibly small impact on the cross section measurements with an expected
precision of a few %. A section of the temperature curve can be seen in Fig. 6.
4. Target Thickness
In order to characterize the target properties, a commissioning experiment
has been performed at an electron beam energy of 42.5(2) MeV and a scatter-
ing angle Θ = 75(2)◦, resulting in a momentum transfer of 0.04671(2) fm−2.
To minimize the contribution of energy loss in the target to the total energy
resolution, the target was rotated to align with the bisector between the beam
axis and the direction of scattering into the spectrometer, i.e., to an angle
10
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Figure 6: Section of the temperature curve during the experiment. Orange bars represent
times during which the system was refilled. During this period no electron beam was present.
θtarget = ϑ/2 = 37.5(10)
◦.
A measured spectrum is shown in Fig. 7, where the inset provides an ex-
panded view around the elastic scattering peak. The blue line represents a
background spectrum. It was obtained by heating the target to 30 K, i.e., above
the boiling temperature of helium, in order to determine the contribution from
scattering off the aluminum windows. The yellow line shows the spectrum of the
capsule filled with helium. The elastic line from aluminum was normalized to
the helium measurement in the figure by comparison of the peak areas of the two
lines. This allowed the subtraction of the scattering intensity originating from
the aluminum window. The elastic line of aluminum in the helium spectrum is
slightly shifted to lower momentum because of the additional energy loss in the
liquid helium. A summary of values specific to the performed experiment can
be found in Tab. 1.
We need to consider that the target was rotated by an angle θtarget with
respect to the beam axis. Due to this geometric adaption, the electrons had to
travel a longer distance within the target than its geometrical thickness d.
The integrated areas A of the peaks are proportional to the corresponding
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Figure 7: Measured spectrum in the range of elastic scattering. In blue: Background spec-
trum of the empty target cell. In yellow: Spectrum of the capsule filled with helium. The
background spectrum has been normalized to the helium measurement.
scattering cross sections
A = Q0 · dσ
dΩ
· n = Q0 · dσ
dΩ
· ρ · deff
µ
, (1)
where deff = d/cos(θtarget). Q0 is the integrated collected charge and n the
amount of scattering particles per area while µ denotes the mass of a single
atom. The cross sections
dσ
dΩ
=
(
dσ
dΩ
)
Mott
· 1
η
· |F (q)|2 (2)
for the elastic scattering of aluminum or helium can be calculated using the
Mott scattering formula [1].(
dσ
dΩ
)
Mott
=
(
Z2α2
4E2 sin4
(
θ
2
)) · (1− β2 sin2(θ
2
))
(3)
Due to the low mass number, the recoil
η = 1 +
2E
M sin2
(
θ
2
) (4)
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Table 1: Some specific characteristics of the experiment. The given cross sections have been
calculated according to Eq. (2), see text.
Beam energy E 42.5(2) MeV
Scattering angle θ 75(2)
Angle of target rotation θtarget 37.5(10)
Peak area helium AHe 5.02(3) ×105
Peak area aluminum AAl 6.505(55) x 10
6
Cross section Helium (dσ/dΩ)He 0.049(6) mb/sr
Cross section Aluminum (dσ/dΩ)Al 2.2(3) mb/sr
must be taken into account. The elastic form factors |F (q)|2 in the range of the
given momentum transfer for this experiment are sufficiently close to 1 [6, 16]
for the desired precision and thus can be neglected.
We can extract the actual helium thickness dHe,exp from our measured spec-
trum by comparing the ratio of the peak areas of the helium and the aluminum
lines with the ratio of the corresponding Mott cross-sections:
AHe
AAl
=
(
dσ
dΩ
)
He(
dσ
dΩ
)
Al
· µAl
ρAl · dAl ·
ρHe
µHe
· dHe,exp. (5)
Here, the thickness of the aluminum windows is dAl = (0.400 ± 0.015) mm.
AHe and AAl are extracted from the spectra.
Using this thickness of the aluminum windows, the black solid line in Fig. 8
represents the calculated ratio of the peak areas as a function of the target
thickness dHe of the liquid helium. The orange horizontal line results from the
measured peak areas. The uncertainty of the peak area ratio is dominated by
the uncertainties of the model parameters optimized by the unfolding of the
two elastic peaks. The experimental target thickness dHe,exp is derived from
the intersection of the line representing the ratio of the peak areas with the
black line, which comes from Eq. (5). The uncertainty is dominated by the
manufacturing uncertainty of the aluminum windows. For comparison, the de-
sign target thickness dHe,des = 3.70(15) mm, specified by the manufacturer, is
shown in blue. Here the uncertainty is dominated by the unknown thickness of
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the indium sealing. As can be seen, the experimentally determined thickness
conforms with the expected thickness. As a result, we deduce a target thick-
ness of 3.776 mm with an uncertainty budget as follows: 0.0062 mm2 variance
from counting statistics and 0.0442 mm2 variance from all other measurands in
conformity with the manufacturer’s specification. The measurement confirmed
an areal mass density of mHe,exp = (54.9 ± 1.0) mg/cm2 for sL4He, compared
to the design value of (53.8± 2.2) mg/cm2.
Figure 8: Determination of the experimental target thickness. The black solid line represents
the expected ratio of peak areas of elastic electron scattering on helium vs. the aluminum
windows as a function of the helium target thickness. The horizontal orange band represents
the experimental ratio AHe/AAl. The intersection point with the black line is used to de-
termine the measured target thickness (vertical orange band). The blue band represents the
expected target thickness based upon the manufacturer’s specifications.
Another method to determine the experimental target thickness would be
the shift of electrons scattered though the Aluminum windows due to the ad-
ditional liquid He target thickness discussed above. Stopping powers necessary
to calculate the energy loss are known for many materials [17] but not for su-
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Table 2: Key characteristics of the newly established sLHe target at the S-DALINAC.
Helium thickness (Experiment) 3.78(5) mm
Helium thickness (Design value) 3.70(15) mm
Helium mass density (Experiment) 54.9(10) mgcm2
Helium mass density (Design value) 53.8(22) mgcm2
Aluminum windows 2× 0.20(1) mm
Helium temperature 1.8(1) K
Helium density 0.1453(2) gcm3
1
perfluid liquid helium. They may differ from those of LHe due to the possible
formation of electron bubbles, in which shell electrons are pushed aside by ad-
ditionally entering electrons [18]. Therefore, we did not attempt to determine
the target thickness through the energy-loss measurement.
5. Summary
A superfluid liquid helium target for electron scattering experiments at small
momentum transfer was designed and assembled. In addition, a cooling proce-
dure was developed and tested. The obtained temperature stability, is better
than 0.1 K even during the entire experiment with a fluctuating electron beam
intensity. This leads to a stability of the helium density of better than 0.1 %.
Some key values are summarized in Tab. 2 .
The system was successfully tested in a commissioning experiment. To verify
the functionality, the target thickness of the superfluid helium was determined
experimentally and compared with the manufacturer’s specifications. Both val-
ues conform with each other. Thus, the measurement of the first excited state
can be started. It is also planned to use the target in another series of exper-
iments to determine the longitudinal response function for excitation energies
above 22 MeV and momentum transfers up to 0.5 fm−2 [3].
1See Ref. [14]
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